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NADA Show sweeps through San Francisco, projecting dealer 
resilience 
 

   This year’s NADA Show in San Francisco, which started the 
day before President Trump announced a temporary end to the 
government shutdown, showed dealer resilience in the face of 
uncertainty. Last year’s auto sales were better than expected, 
thanks in part to strong incentives. Then January 2019 sales 
fell, in large part because of the cold and the government 
furloughs.  
 
So, dealer resilience emerges. Outgoing NADA Chairman 
Wes Lutz said that far from resisting changes, such as ride 
sharing and autonomous vehicles, dealers embrace change. 
 
“Dealers aren’t fighting the future, we’re writing it,” said Lutz 
in his formal remarks to dealers at the NADA Show. “Keep 
writing this script, continue searching for a better customer 
experience, and keep defining this industry. You always 
have.”  

 
Charlie Gilchrist, as incoming chairman of NADA, spoke about the challenges facing dealers. 
“Profitability in our new-vehicle department is a serious issue,” Gilchrist told dealers. “This 
means we have to be better, and more creative, at running the rest of the store. We must adapt to 
this reality to survive in this new world.”  
 
Connected to dealer profitability on  new vehicles is affordability for consumers, a point NADA 
has made repeatedly in recent months and that Gilchrist hit head on in a recent Q&A with 
WardsAuto.com.  
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The exposition at the 2019 NADA.  

https://www.wardsauto.com/nada-convention-and-exposition/2019-nada-chairman-we-have-huge-affordability-issue
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A sizable contingent of Washington area dealers went to the NADA Show, where WANADA’s 
Time Dealer and Northwood Dealer were honored. On Friday evening, WANADA staged a 
grand reception with its sister associations, MADA and VADA. (See Receptions report below.)  
 
WANADA members honored at 
2019 NADA Show 
 
John Bowis is WANADA’s Time Dealer  
          John Bowis, WANADA’s candidate for 
Time Dealer of the Year, was honored with the 
award at the 2019 NADA Show, in San Francisco 
on Jan. 25. Bowis is president of Chevy Chase 
Acura in Bethesda, and chairman of WANADA.  
 
The Time Dealer of the Year award is one of the 
automobile industry’s most prestigious honors, 
bestowed annually on the nation’s most successful 
auto dealers who also demonstrate a longstanding 
commitment to community service.  
 
The dealer award is sponsored by Time Magazine in cooperation with Ally Financial and 
NADA. A panel of faculty members from the business school of the University of Michigan 
selects recipients each year who are nominated by dealer associations from across the country. 
Bowis was nominated by WANADA President John O’Donnell.   
 
John Bowis, a third-generation dealer, who follows his father, Fred, as a recipient of the Time 
Dealer Award, believes strongly in fostering long-term career opportunities for his employees. In 
the community, he has hosted an “auto show” for customers at his dealership for many years to 
raise money for the Children’s Inn at NIH. 
 
WANADA offers hearty congratulations to John Bowis on this well-deserved recognition, often 
described as the highest honor a new-car dealer can earn.  
 
Northwood Dealer Education Award  
goes to Chris Lindsay of Alexandria  
          Washington-area dealer Christopher Lindsay was 
among a select group of dealers who received the 2019 
Northwood Dealer Education Award at the NADA Show. 
Lindsay, a dealer principal of Lindsay Automotive Group 
in Alexandria, was nominated for the award by 
WANADA. 
 
Chris Lindsay and his management team have created and 
administered continuing education and training programs 
in Lindsay Automotive’s 10 dealerships in sales and 
service. For sales, Lindsay Automotive operates an in-
house sales professional development program directed by 
full-time instructors. In service, Lindsay is committed to 

From left: Jody Reiss with TIME Magazine; Time Dealer John Bowis, 
Chevy Chase Acura; WANADA CEO John O’Donnell;  and Douglas 
Timmerman, Ally Financial  

Chris Lindsay (right) receiving the  
Northwood DEA from NU President Keith 
Pretty.  
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the Automotive Youth Education System (AYES) approach that systematically works with auto 
tech training programs in area high schools to recruit and train auto technicians.   
 
Chris is the third Lindsay to receive the Dealer Education Award, after his father, Terry Lindsay, 
and brother, Chip Lindsay.  
 
Since 1972, Northwood University has recognized individuals in automotive marketing who 
have made noteworthy contributions to public or private education. In addition to Chris Lindsay, 
five other dealers received the Northwood Dealer Education Award this year at the NADA 
Show.  
 
WANADA congratulates Chris Lindsay on this well-deserved recognition! 
 
NADA sees strong economy, predicting 16.8 million sales in 2019 

          Although NADA projects a sales dropoff of 3 percent 
this year, to 16.8 million new cars and trucks, senior 
economist Patrick Manzi said at the NADA Show that the 
economy is robust.  
 
“A tight labor market continues to put upward pressure on 
wages, which are rising,” Manzi said. “Consumer spending, a 
significant contributor to GDP, remains solid.”  
 
But rising interest rates on auto loans will put more pressure 
on vehicle affordability for consumers this year, Manzi added. 
He expects two interest rate increases in 2019.  
 

Manzi also expects OEMs to remain disciplined with incentives this year because they have 
aligned vehicle production closer to demand. 
 
Traditionally, Washington area auto sales have been more stable than the rest of the country, 
with fewer swings up and down because of the stable federal workforce. That pattern has already 
been thrown off this year with the government shutdown, and the future for federal employees 
remains uncertain. But many members of Congress have signaled that they are unwilling to use 
government workers as a bargaining chip in future budget talks with the administration.   
 
NADA’s new effort to bolster service technician careers      
          NADA’s Workforce Initiative has launched a website aimed at consumers, 
www.nadafoundation.org, to promote the value of service technician jobs.  
 
The site will also offer the first centralized source of OEM and industry training programs and 
scholarship opportunities for aspiring techs. In addition, the site features videos with technicians 
talking about their work and lifestyles, and digital and social media content – all focused on 
promoting dealership employment and its value to local communities.  
 
Dealers nationwide are facing a critical shortage of service technicians. U.S. technical colleges 
and training programs graduate 37,000 new service techs annually. But 76,000 new techs are 
needed every year to keep pace with attrition and new jobs in the sector – leaving an annual 
shortfall of 39,000 trained technicians.  

NADA Senior Economist Patrick 
Manzi is optimistic about car sales.  

http://www.nadafoundation.org/
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Washington area dealers are fortunate to have the resources of WANADA’s Automobile Dealer 
Education Institute (ADEI) in the marketplace. This nationally recognized training program, 
enlisting recent high school graduates and existing dealership employees, is an “earn while you 
learn” scholarship. It combines NATEF-Certified classroom instruction in automotive repair 
fundamentals with real world experience gained while working full-time in a WANADA 
member dealership service department.   
 
NADA-commissioned study shows how much tariffs hurt 
          NADA continues to fight proposals to impose or raise tariffs on imported autos and auto 
parts, an issue widely discussed at the NADA Show. The issue is of particular concern for 
Washington area dealers, whose customers buy import products at a higher rate than consumers 
in the rest of the country.  
 
When NADA President and CEO Peter Welch testified before the Commerce Department last 
year, he said a typical vehicle sold in the United States would see a $4,400 price increase. 
Vehicles assembled domestically would see a $2,270 price hike, because of an increase in the 
cost of imported vehicle parts. And the consumer price of a typical imported vehicle would rise 
by $6,875. The study was done by the Center for Automotive Research and commissioned by 
NADA.  
 
The tariff battle is not over, and NADA remains committed looking out for its dealer members.   
 
MADA/VADA/ WANADA Reception at NADA Show draws regional 
dealers  

         The annual MADA/VADA/ 
WANADA Reception at the recent 
2019 NADA Show was a big success, 
with several hundred dealers and 
industry supporters on hand at the 
Terra Gallery in San Francisco on the 
evening of Friday, Jan. 25. There 
were industry friends to catch up with, 
along with delicious food to sample 
and plenty of networking. In this case, 
pictures are truly worth 1,000 words, 
as the photos below will show.  
 
MADA, VADA, and WANADA 
thanks the organizations that 

generously sponsored the event: Armatus; Charapp & Weiss LLP; Chesapeake Petroleum; Cox 
Automotive; Doyle Construction; JM&A Group; Midas Corp.; Rifkin | Weiner | Livingston LLC; 
SunTrust; TrueCar; and Vin Solutions.  
  
  
 
 
 

Cont. MADA/VADA/WANADA Reception photos. 

MADA/VADA/ WANADA Reception at the Terra Gallery in San 
Francisco.  

Continued below… MADA/VADA/WANADA Reception photos. 
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John O’Donnell, WANADA with Chris Lindsay, 
Lindsay Automotive and WANADA’s Northwood 
Dealer Education Award winner. 

WANADA’s Time Dealer winner John Bowis, Chevy 
Chase Acura, with his wife Cheray.  

MADA Time Dealer Award winner Lou Cohen 
(center), Priority 1 Automotive, with his son Marc and 
daughter Alison. 

NADA Director Geoff Pohanka, Pohanka 
Automotive, with his wife Anne Kline.  

Kevin Reilly, Alexandria Hyundai, with John 
O’Donnell, WANADA.  

Geoff Malloy, Malloy Motor Company, and 
Kindred line member John Comunale, Councilor 
Buchanan & Mitchell CPAs. 
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Save the date 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jack Fitzgerald, Fitzgerald Auto Malls, with Jack 
Pohanka, Pohanka Automotive.  

From left: Joe Koch, WANADA and Roger Clore, 
SunTrust Bank and Reception sponsor.  

From Left Andy Heye, Ourisman Automotive Virginia; John 
O’Donnell, WANADA; Kindred-line Board member, Tom 
Parsons, B&R Associates; Ed Mullaney, WANADA.  

Ivette Rivera, NADA, with Chris Martens, Martens Auto Group 
(center), and Michael Hayes, NADA.  

Alan Rifkin, Rifkin/ Weiner/ Livingston, LLC, Reception 
sponsor (left); John O’Donnell, WANADA; and Peter 
Kitzmiller, MADA.  

John Altman, Beyer Automotive Group, with Kindred-
line member Jonathan Penney, Penney Design Group.  
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WANADA Happy Hour – Thursday, March 7, in Tysons Corner 
          All WANADA members are cordially invited to a special dealer group social occasion next 
month. Join fellow association members and staff for a networking Happy Hour at Greenhouse 
Bistro in Tysons Corner.  
 
The event will take place Thursday, March 7, 2019 from 5 to 8 p.m. Greenhouse Bistro is at 2070 
Chain Bridge Rd., Vienna, VA 22182.  
 
Cocktails and hors d'oeuvres will be provided to all who attend. No RSVP required. Email Kathy 
Teich at kt@wanada.org for more details.  
 
WANADA is grateful for the sponsors for the event: BB&T; Cushman & Wakefield; and Penney 
Design Group.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Thought for the Week… 
People ask me all the time, “What is the best part about being a car dealer?” It’s the relationships you 
get to make with your customers, with the NADA team, with fellow dealers. Those relationships mean 
everything! 
     --Charlie Gilchrist, 2019 NADA chairman  
 

And from the J.D. Power Reception at the NADA Show: Jack Fitzgerald (front row 
center,) and his team, with an apparent escapee from Alcatraz.   

mailto:kt@wanada.org
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